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Abstract
This paper discusses the concept of "metadata" in the scope of the "digital library", two terms recently used in a great diversity of perspectives. It is not intent to privilege any particular view, but precisely help for a better understanding of these multiple perspectives.

The paper starts with a discussion of the concept of digital library, followed by an analysis of the concept of metadata. It continues with a discussion about the relationship of this concept with technology, services and scenarios of application. The concluding remarks stress the three main arguments assumed for the relevance of the concept of metadata: the growing number of heterogeneous genres of information resources, the new emerging scenarios for interoperability, and issues related with the cost and complexity of the technology nowadays.
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1. Digital Libraries
"Metadata" became a recent buzzword related with the explosion of the Internet and the emerging of new contents and services by some way associated to libraries, archives, museums, and related organisations. A name given to this new paradigm has been “Digital Libraries”!

Figure 1 illustrates an evolutionary view of the problem, taken from the perspective of the traditional library. Here we see the Internet as the most recent relevant factor in the evolution of the “library”, in the following of a series of others. From those we stress the generic introduction of the computer in the library, which had an impact in the digital catalogue and in the definition of recent standards for bibliographic description. That was followed by the first data communication services (X.25, TELNET, BBS - Bulletin Board Systems, etc.), providing remote access to the catalogue and to other common library’s services. In the late 80’s we had the emerging of the personal computer and the CD-ROM, which brought the digitized library providing now access to also the contents. Finally, we had the Internet and the World Wide Web, with which we are working today.

This evolution brought us to the problem of the definition of the “virtual library”, or in a more common term, of the “digital library”. This became a recent hot topic of
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discussion, with some demagoguery but also with lots of real serious work, both conceptual and technical. It attracted also professionals and communities from outside the traditional library world, especially from Computer Science and Engineering.

From a generic technical perspective, those communities have understood the “digital library” as a case of a specific class of “information systems”, as proposed early in the classification system of the ACM - Association for Computer Machinery, resumed in Figure 2 [2]. A similar view resulted from a brainstorming meeting reported by DELOS, as illustrated also in Figure 2 [11], which addresses the problem from a wider perspective. For those interested in developing a complete view of those activities, discussions and visions, two important resources are the D-Lib Forum [15] and the DELOS Network [12].

Figure 1: Libraries and technology among the times.

Figure 2: The “digital library” according to ACM and DELOS.

2 More information and discussion about this, taken from the perspective of a deposit library, is also present in [3].
In spite of all the thinking and developments verified in the recent years, we have to accept that there is not a unique and global definition for the "Digital Library". The perception of it depends too much from the perspective taken (this might sound not very good to the traditional libraries, but we should remember that this fuzziness of concepts is not so strange to, for example, archives or museums). That is a fact that we assume, and is not the purpose of this paper to discuss it! Nevertheless, it is very important to recognise it, especially if our next steps are going to be the definition of common models, procedures and standards that everyone associates to the term "Authority Control".

Nevertheless, and for the purpose of our discussion here, let us propose a simple definition for Digital Library as "a free or controlled group of services, maintained by an identified entity, making it possible the discovery and access to documents, multimedia or any other possible classes of digital information resource artefacts".

2. Metadata and Digital Libraries

Metadata was a term coined by the computer scientists and engineers from the database world to refer to structured information that describes database schemas (e.g., the way in a database the data is organized)\(^3\). This is not how the term has been used in digital libraries, and it is very important to be aware of this detail. In the digital libraries, we usually have defined metadata as simply "data about data" (which once stored in a database would mean, for the previous perspective, just the data inside a database, while metadata would be the information needed to describe the organisation of that database). In this way, the "Internet community" took the term after the emerging of the World Wide Web, and now the most common usage for it is really in this area. Moreover, we should prefer for it the definition of "structured information about other information or resources".

However, even in this scope there are a few common misunderstandings around this term. For example, we must be very careful and stress that metadata is supposed to refer to information coded according a specific schema, and not the technology that handles it neither the conceptual spaces to control the values of the information elements. In this sense, MARCXML [25] or DCMES [10] are not metadata, but metadata schemas, e.g., definitions of how to express metadata as structured information about other information or resources. In the same sense, XML [38] in itself is just a generic language, and not metadata or even a metadata schema. With XML we can define an application context by using a DTD - Document Type Definition, or more recently by using the more powerful XML Schema language [42]. In addition, authoritative spaces, such as indexing languages, classification systems, etc., are also not metadata in themselves, but values or rules to find the right values to assign to metadata elements!

In the recent digital libraries' activities and literature, we can find several examples of different classes of metadata, namely (the classes listed below are just illustrative, covering overlapping areas in some cases, so without any intention to represent any formal typology for metadata):

---

\(^3\) An example of this perspective is [34].
• Bibliographic metadata (also called descriptive metadata): Bibliographic description and identification of the resources, such as titles, authors, indexing terms, classification codes, abstracts, surrogates, etc.;
• Administrative metadata: Administrative information about the resource, such as information about acquisition process and costs, rights, etc.;
• Preservation metadata: Technical or management information and requirements for long-term preservation of the resources;
• Technical and structural metadata: Technical information and requirements to manipulate the resource (systems and tools), etc.;
• Access, usage and reproduction metadata: Information about how to access the resources (addresses, passwords, etc.), terms and conditions for access and reproduction, etc.;
• Metadata for the administration of metadata: Information about other metadata classes, such as data of creation, origin, authenticity, etc.

The bibliographic description of resources is a common issue in traditional libraries and archives, where respectively the MARC family of schemas [20][25] and the EAD schema [23] are widely used. The world outside these traditional scopes is also moving, creating description models that, once in place, might be reused at low cost. One interesting example of that is the ONIX metadata descriptive format, defined by a publishers’ consortium [16].

More recently, additional requirements were identified for metadata beyond those for basic bibliographic description, for example, for technical description of the resources [40], for new approaches for the classification and relationships between resources [39][37], for preservation [5][31][35], for rights management [8], etc.

Other relevant actions have been the development of generic frameworks aiming at covering several classes of metadata. One interesting example is the definition by the Library of Congress, in the United States, of the METS schema, aiming to cover mainly structural metadata and administrative requirements for that same metadata, but focusing also on bibliographic and administrative metadata [26]. Another interesting example is that of the MPEG - Moving Picture Expert Group [30], especially the MPEG-7 standard [9] and more generically MPEG-21 initiative [4], which special attention to the scopes of “Digital Item Declaration” (a generic metadata package), “Digital Item Identification and Description” (identifiers, bibliographic and technical description) and “Intellectual Property Management and Protection” (administration, access and usage of resources).

At this high level, in some sense similar to MPEG-21, are also the reference models CIDOC [6]. This intends to be a mediation framework to promote the interoperability in museums using heterogeneous descriptive metadata, a model requirements for the management of archiving electronic records, MoReq [18], and the well-known principles of the FRBR - Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records [19], promoted by IFLA. These are not specific metadata schemas, but very important guidelines for their definition, in the same sense as the AACR have been important until now to the development of bibliographic standards, systems and services in libraries [1].
3. Metadata and Technology

Another important issue that we must take in account when we discuss metadata is the relationship of the concept with the technology. In a general sense, a conceptual model or a metadata schema should be independent of any technological implementation. That is not always true, however, since sometimes we see examples where, especially for the sake of illustration and a better understanding (and to help its immediate application), models are accompanied by specific technological solutions. That is what happened with MARC and ISO2709 [21], which did not obstruct the actual definition of MARCXML.

To proceed with this discussion we will propose a reference model of four principal perspectives: conceptual, context, service and technology. Figure 3 illustrates that model.

![Diagram showing multiple perspectives for metadata]

Figure 3: Multiple perspectives for the "metadata" problem.
The Conceptual Perspective is where the generic reference models are considered. Here, we do not have yet records, databases or data files, but only concepts and models about how things can or should be done. We can subdivide this perspective in three areas: generic reference models, which are supposed to define objective top-down models; metadata schemas, which must be related with a specific issue or area of application (but that should still be independent of the technology); and metadata implementations, where finally technological issues are addressed (especially for coding).

The Context Perspective means the instantiation of the Conceptual Perspective. The ways those instantiations are done depend of technological options or constraints, as also of the nature and characteristics of the local services. For example, in one specific context we can decide to transport and explore a set of UNIMARC records coded in ISO2709, while in other context we might decide to achieve the same results but using MARCXML. The objective value and meaning of the information processed in both these solutions is the same, only the technical implementations are different. That might be dictated by the technology to be used in the final service, or by the legacy or new systems with which the new solution is expecting to have to interact.

This drives us to the last level, the Service Perspective. Here we deal mostly with interfaces, for humans or for other systems (protocols). Usually it is not irrelevant for a protocol the coding format of the metadata to be transported, but the tendency has been to make that as flexible as possible. One example of that is the protocol OAI-PMH [33], which specified Dublin Core as its default format, but that has been evolving in order to support any other format able to be expressed in XML. It is expect that a broader generalization of this approach be achieved by the concept of Web Services [41], of which ZING, the next generation of Z39.50, might a potentially very interesting example [28].

4. Metadata in the Information Society

It is time to put a fundamental question: if metadata is an answer, what is after all the question? What are the fundamental requirements of the digital library to which a concept as "metadata" is supposed to provide a solution? We will find those requirements in three major classes:

- Heterogeneity of genres: The new information artifacts are not simple and stable genres, as are the printed books, magazines or newspapers. A large heterogeneity and dynamism of new objects have characterized the “digital publishing”. To deal with this in a technical and cost-effective way, the digital library must expect and understand clearly each class of objects and models. Media, data formats, versioning, type, etc., are examples of characteristics that can define new genres of resources. Genres are important for the definition of selection criteria for licensing, acquisition and deposit, independent of their subject, intellectual or artistic contents. To help the library to deal with those problems we have for example the concepts of structural and technical metadata.

- Interoperability: The digital library is part of the World Wide Web. In that scope, it has not only evolved beyond the traditional library but also offers a conceptually higher level of service. In this scenario, the users expect not only to reach the library from anywhere, but also to reach anything. This means that users might not understand (and not accept it at all) if they are told that they
cannot use a single service to search a library and a film archive at the same time and to access books and movies created by and about, for example, Federico Fellini. In order to be able to offer services of this kind, the digital library needs to be designed as a distributed service or as an aggregation of heterogeneous services (Figure 4). This requires cooperation among generic and specialized libraries and archives, museums, and other classes of organizations and people. Once again, the ability to automate this interoperability is crucial for its cost and technical effectiveness, bringing requirements for new classes of interfaces and metadata, defined or simply adopted by those actors. That has been done traditionally by means like Z39.50 [27], complemented recently by new models and solutions involving bibliographic records in XML [25], taking advantage of simple structures such as Dublin Core [10], or by providing bulk records for harvesting by OAI-PMH [32][33]. This is technology that was especially conceived by digital library communities, but for the future we might start thinking in scenarios reusing more generic solutions.

- Technology: As the Semantic Web develops, and its technology becomes more generic and ubiquitous, many of the components and products applied in digital libraries will be generic, especially for user interfaces, database technology, protocols and Web Services. In this scenario, metadata will be not a concept only specific to the digital libraries, but a general concept in any information system (in fact a "digital library" is just a type of information system). Accordingly, the digital library communities must be effective not only in assuring their requirements are in the definition of those components (working together for example with the World Wide Web Consortium, the International Standardization Organization for, etc.), but also must be open to reuse solutions that might have been defined and become standards elsewhere. A well-accepted factor in the actual world of information technology is that it can be very expensive to provide a first new development for a specific problem, but after that, the cost of generalization of that solution can be very low. Libraries, museums and archives, which are always struggling with investment constraints, must consider this!

![Figure 4: Interoperability in a networked world.](image-url)
5. The Challenges

We can conclude that the “digital library” has evolved from managing very well defined entities, with established interfaces, to a new less-defined concept, required by a more dynamic environment. This will have important implications in some of the fundamental thinking in libraries, museums and archives, where authority control is just one of the issues.

Traditional libraries are used to recognizing several actors relevant to bibliographic and object descriptions, such as ownership, copyright, access control and authority control in general [24]. The new paradigm makes it necessary not only to keep those concepts, but also to extend the analysis to broader scopes, reconsidering new key issues related for example with authentication of objects, rights management in multimedia and cross-media environments, etc.

Several international projects have been analyzing those problems, namely the INTERPARTY project [16], the DC-Agent activity [10], and more generic the DELOS/NSF Working Group on Actors in Digital Libraries [13]. In the specific context of the archives, the EAC - Encoded Archiving Context [17][7] is an interesting work in authority description that should be followed with attention by everyone. That has been done for example in the LEAF project [22], a follow-up of MALVINE [29]. These projects, where the National Library of Portugal is an active partner, are interesting demonstrations of how heterogeneous schemas and sources of metadata can be combined in common services, with relevant benefit. In LEAF, we expect to demonstrate that having to deal with heterogeneous descriptions of authorities must not be always as a problem. In fact, we will even take advantage of that to improve other rich descriptions, and to improve the recall in resource discovery tasks in MALVINE and in other project, TEL [36].

Finally, I think that an important lesson to be learned from this discussion and to be transmitted to any discussion more centered on authority control issues is this: deal with heterogeneity! The digital library cannot ignore the new centers of gravity, including popular providers of resources, such as the on-line bookstore Amazon, gateways like Yahoo, and generic resource discovery services such as Google. I don't think that libraries should ignore these and other similar new actors entering the Information Society, because some might represent very important potential new partners, bringing valuable new resources or services. In scenarios like this the key word for libraries has to be "adaptation", meaning the capability to interface and interoperate in order to take the best from each partner without imposing strict rules that would be too costly for the other partner (keeping them away). The technology is powerful enough to deal with that! This assumption, when applied to scenarios of authority control, means that the problem might no longer be how to conceive and put in place processes that follow unique rules, descriptions and formats, but instead be able to understand the rules, description and formats used by the others and take from them the best we can for our purposes, while also being able to give the best from us to our partners.
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